WOOD FINISH GUIDE

Fyrn seating and tables pair the strength of metal with the warmth of wood.
1.0 CAFE TABLES
CAFE TABLES

Available in three wood types and two metal base options

- Natural Oak
- Oxidized Oak
- Black Walnut
- Matte Silver
- Black
WOOD TYPE: NATURAL OAK

BASE: MATTE SILVER

BASE: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: OXIDIZED OAK

BASE: MATTE SILVER

BASE: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: BLACK WALNUT

BASE: MATTE SILVER

BASE: BLACK
2.0 NESTING TABLES
NESTING TABLES

Available in two wood types and two anodized aluminum bracket options.
WOOD TYPE: MAPLE

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE
WOOD TYPE: BLACK WALNUT

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE
3.0 CHAIRS & STOOLS
CHAIRS & STOOLS

Available in five wood types and four anodized aluminum bracket options.

- MAPLE
- NATURAL OAK
- OXIDIZED OAK
- BLACK WALNUT
- CHARCOAL BLACK

- MATTE SILVER
- COPPER BRONZE
- GRAPHITE
- BLACK

FYRN WOOD FINISH GUIDE
WOOD TYPE: MAPLE

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE

BRACKET: GRAPHITE

BRACKET: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: NATURAL OAK

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE

BRACKET: GRAPHITE

BRACKET: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: OXIDIZED OAK

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE

BRACKET: GRAPHITE

BRACKET: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: BLACK WALNUT

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE

BRACKET: GRAPHITE

BRACKET: BLACK
WOOD TYPE: CHARCOAL BLACK

BRACKET: MATTE SILVER

BRACKET: COPPER BRONZE

BRACKET: GRAPHITE

BRACKET: BLACK
DESIGN KIT

Request a Fyrn Design Kit for wood, metal, and optional leather samples for chairs & stools.